Lancashire Mountaineering Club

Welcome to the last newsletter of what has been a dreadful year. First we had the full
lockdown when the whole world went out to exercise and the roads were deserted. There
followed a period of semi normality with the rule of six. Then Lancashire went into special
measures where we were not allowed to meet any other household at all. Tier 3 brought a
relaxation as we could now meet outdoors again and then a sort of lockdown where we can
meet one person outdoors. Who knows what will happen next?
In spite of all these shenanigans we have managed to fill six newsletters. This will be reduced
to four next year, one for each season. Many thanks to all who have contributed so much,
please keep it up.
Bernard Smith editor@lancsmc.org.

Wednesday Walking --- Dave Sudell
I write this on the weekend prior to the PM's statement on the change to Covid rules. ( Which
one?.....Ed) By the time the LMC printing press rolls the North West of England may qualify for top
place in a new three tier system. Being top of the table on this occasion will be bad news as we may
be limited to suitably revised guidance from the BMC e.g. groups of six from only two households?
Such is life under Covid. On a brighter note it's good to report that the WW group have continued to
enjoy the freedom and fresh air of the great outdoors over the
past few weeks. Given the need to avoid car shares the walks
have been kept to more 'local' areas, whilst still maintaining
the usual eight- or ten-mile day walks. Fountains Fell,
Grassington Moor, Bowldsworth Hill, Bowland Knott,
Smearsett Scarr, Giggleswick Scar all have their own
challenges and we've become more adept at tramping and
navigating across pathless moorland. The photo was taken on
White Hill, part of a circular walk from the Cross of Greet
Bridge taking in White Hill, Cross of Greet, Great Harlow, Cold
Stone, Bowland Knott and a return via Pike Side. The pillars
were a mystery until Google revealed that they were built by
surveyors during the construction of the White Hill tunnel
which carries the Thirlmere to Manchester water main. Let's
hope that the revised Covid restrictions will not prevent the
WW's continuing. We've had a regular turn out of eight to ten
members and managed to maintain social distancing
throughout. One advantage of social distancing at lunch is that
the neighbour is kept well away from your pie!

An Update on our Nepal Appeal -- --- Ian Phillips
Earlier this summer LMC members raised just over £1600 to support the
Sirdars and porters who had supported the most recent LMC expedition & trek
to Island Peak and Kyajo Ri.

Another LMC trek was due to depart this week to Nepal to the Tsum Valley
and the Manasalu Circuit but has had to be postponed for a year. The Nepalese
government opened up the country for tourism this month but it is clear that it is anything but business as usual for
the Trekking Companies and the people who work with them as sirdars, guides and porters. There are virtually no
flights into Kathmandu and for most European governments the advice for visitors to Nepal is essential travel only
which of course means that insurance is impossible to obtain.

October to December is the peak trekking period when people are employed almost continually and this year it is
inevitable that this will be another hard few months for the guides and porters. We are hoping, with your help to
support a smaller group of porters with this latest appeal: the high level climbing porters. These are the guys whose
presence isn’t as obvious, they were not with us for the majority of the trek but met us at higher altitudes. They erect
the tents, including the mess tent, and had the hot drinks ready when we arrived exhausted and then the bed-tea in
the morning. They were the group who carried the larger and more difficult loads over the most difficult ground and
they are part of the team organised by the climbing Sherpas: in 2017 this was Dendi and Pasang.

Anything you can afford to give will be immensely valuable.
The most straightforward way to contribute is via BACS transfer:
Account Name Ian Phillips
Account Number

00881407

Sort Code

11-04-35

Thanks Again.
Chulu Far East 2000

Island Peak Base Camp November 2017

Kanchenjunga Base Camp 2011

Strapadictomy --- Dave Toon
I had recently posted that I had not managed to do any traditional routes this
year. Most of my time is taken up sport climbing nowadays, more mileage and
it keeps you really fit for trad routes! My usually climbing partner Burnley Nez
mentioned Strapadictomy at the wall, I thought nothing of it, as usually he
prefers Yorkshire! The weekend comes, we do the usual unprepared texting
of where to go – the rain falls heavily on Saturday damping my enthusiasm.
Nez is still keen for the Peak, strange times indeed. I organise for Stuart Knott
to meet us at Froggatt – he is on half term! We stumble upon the route – both
forgetting a guidebook. We all warm up on Strapiombante a nice E1 which
Stuart and I have done previously together (12 years ago).
We send Nez to get the gear in, and he manages to flash it, impressive stuff.
He’s pretty good on the ole’ grit. Stu falls off trying to sort his feet on the
layback. I fail on the crux turning the layback the other way around but
manage to do it in 2… Looks as though this might be a disappointing day!
2nd go I fall lower leaning over in to the layaway, my shoulder complaining of
the pain – I’ve a slight niggle from this years climbing. 3rd go I manage to
somehow find my way to the top, finding the less sloping holds at the top –
whoop another Extreme Rock tick! Stu sends it his 3rd go to, his first E5!
We finished on Brown’s Eliminate an E2 that Joe Brown did in 1948, such a
humbling experience doing his routes. Just think of the equipment back then!
A successful day – it is great when everyone sends.

Do This Next Time you are in Wales!

Jim Cunningham

In mid-October, after heading over to North Wales,
Roger Finn, Ian Aitcheson and myself managed to meet
up at Beddgelert. On a crisp morning we arrived at the
remote car park in Cwm Silyn and began the climb onto
the Nantlle ridge. I had done it before but had forgotten
what a magnificent walk it is. There are five peaks, all
with huge crags on one side. There is a good path all the

way with a few simple scrambles but scope for “off piste”
scrambles if you so wish. The views are tremendous with the
sea on one side and the Snowdon range ahead, not to mention
Moel Hebog and Cnicht close by. Three old men managed it in
about 6 hours and were even finished in time for a pint in Rhyd
Ddu. You need to leave a car at each end.

=-=-=-==-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

A Reading List for the Locked down.
I came across this reading list.

Dave Sudell

Authors of Outdoor Themed Books:

Given the onset of earlier darkness and the potential need to self-isolate or just the desire to put
your feet up by the wood burner here is a selection of authors to help pass the long hours away.
Most can be sampled via a Kindle Reader or presumably purchased via the normal channels. Note
that they are not all mountaineering themes, but are of an outdoor nature.
• Jim Crumley
George Monibot
• Alex Roddie
Kellan McInnes
• Jim Perrin
Andy Kirkpatrick
• Graham Forbes
Keith Fosket
• Robert McFarlane
Nan Sheppard
Happy Reading, Dave.

The Ascent of Sentries Ridge -------- Roger Finn
Unlike many sports, mountaineering has a community participating into extreme old age The Wednesday Wanderers
are a good example of this. “But what about rock climbing?” I can hear you say “you don’t get many geriatrics risking
their necks; too busy counting their pensions”. With a combined age of 156 (I am 68), Ian Aitchison and I set out to
disprove the cynics.
The objective of our ambition was an ascent of Sentries Ridge. “Where the fucks that?” the more refined members of
the LMC will ask. On approaching Rhyd Ddu from Beddgelert, the eagle eyed cannot help but be drawn to the tottering
precipices of Craig y Bela on the southern flank of Mynyd Mawr. The route ascends one of the shattered ridges,
following a series of pinnacles leading to the upper shoulders of the hill. It is a big route for a relatively wee hill.

Sentries Ridge: the ridge is the one in the foreground

It says much for our vaunting ambition that Ian had invested in a new
rope. His lady wife had questioned the wisdom of this on the basis
that, at his age, he was unlikely to get value for money. Having
completed our pre-climbing drills and armed with racks, slings and
various other devices, we set out to prove that it is possible to
outclimb younger colleagues. The plan was to use our accumulated
mountaineering wisdom (o.k., well, cheating and low cunning) to
overcome 500 metres of awesome exposure, vertical grass and suspiciously wobbly rock. Methods were used that the
younger generation would not recognise as climbing. Combined tactics, strategic detours, discreet aid, lassoing and
even the Heimlich manoeuvre were all employed to good effect. After four hours of epic struggle, we finally emerged,
victorious, onto the upper slopes of Mynyd Mawr.

Sentries Ridge: above the gendarme

Back in the Celwyn Arms and enjoying a celebratory pint of Clogwyn
Gold, we sat down with a group of younger climbers and recounted
our exploits. They didn’t speak much. The occasional rolling of eyes
accompanied by the drumming of fingers on the table said they were
impressed. Surprisingly and just a tad rudely, they quickly departed
for a game of darts. But you understood what they were thinking; “Wow, maybe one day, I might be able to do that”.

Author’s note: Mynyd Mawr
At first glance and, in comparison with its loftier neighbours, Mynyd Mawr might seem rather tame. It isn’t. From its
summit, the view is magnificent. The vista encompasses the sweeping arm of the Llyn Peninsular, the peaks of the
Nantlle Ridge, Snowdon and its outliers and, to the north, the Isle of Anglesey. As an added plus, you are likely to have
the place to yourself. Although, when Ian and I approached the summit, we were surprised to meet two cyclists who
weren’t sure where they were but, oddly, neither were we!

Enthusiasm Rekindled---------Steve Bower
Well like many of us I’ve been going stir crazy, stuck in
Lancashire and not being able to get out onto the
mountains this year has brought a sense of missed
opportunities. It’s not just the things that I’m forced to
miss but also the things I chose to miss previously! The
club meets missed and the evening climbs passed over
for a flop in front of the TV.
I’ve been sorting my outdoor kit while stuck in lockdown,
I spent lockdown1 working through the outstanding
catalogue of due repairs of equipment and clothing. I
worked through "Essential", "Necessary", "Desirable",
"Preferable" and "Useful" categories and made a start on "Pointlessly time
consuming" and now the only categories left for lockdown 2 are "Dangerous" and
"Crackpot". So let's hope the lockdown soon ends!
Maybe it was going through my stuff or maybe having my birthday, (I’m now 54), but
something has motivated me to get back into climbing.
I used to be able to climb E’s (anyone that says they climb
E’s can do an E1 or maybe a 2 at a pinch) but as time has
gone by I have stopped pushing and now all I do is take
kids climbing at the local wall or groups on scrambles and
walks. So it was with some trepidation that I started
enquiring about taking some more qualifications.
I contacted mountain training and started to bring my log
book up to date. Now when I say log book, it’s now all
digital and stored online. Gone is the my little green book
and my little white one with all their pages of meticulous
and witty notes clearly separated into climbing or walking
they are to be discarded in the name of progress. Now I’ve been sitting in front or the
computer logging into dlog through the small hours remembering hills and climbs long
past and telling the dog all about them because everyone else is being sensible and
has gone to bed.
I’ve started taking more groups out walking and scrambling and I even managed a
few sessions at Awesome Walls. The highlight recently has been introducing people
to scrambling in the lakes and helping some friends in preparation for their MLC with
PyB. So all I need to do now is learn how to climb again. All help will be gratefully
received.

200 Years of Experience Counts……!

A Winter’s Tale.

Mike Rosser

In a time long, long ago when climbers got in vans and planes and travelled over
water and land to the great mountains of the French Alps, two LMC members of
some experience, Mike Rosser and Roger Gott gathered in the picturesque
village of Vallouise in the Ecrins with friends Stephen, Oliver and Nicole Saddler.
We lost one member Tommo the strongest of South Walian climbers when his
car broke down on the way to the airport.
We stayed in one of Jerry Gore’s chalets near to the centre of the village. Jerry,
well known for his climbing exploits on big Mountains and Walls is entertaining
company, never short of a word or six joined us on a few climbs
Stephen, Nicole, Oliver and Roger
enjoying a coffee in the village Bar.

We began by heading to a single pitch crag up the valley just beyond the village
of Pelvoux. Those of you who know the area it’s just beyond the tunnel before
the bridge over the river on the road to Ailefroide. The road is closed at this time
of year but on a small cliff just beyond the bridge the local Guides have created
a 100m long ice crag by spraying water down the rock. Routes are short and
entertaining with lower offs at the top. Further entertainment can be provided by
the Guides and their clients, many of whom seem to be being hauled up routes
far too hard for them, often smashing the ice to bits!!

Next it was the Fournel valley or not. The clallenge of the snowy road proved beyound my
‘Halfords’ Chains, which broke!!

So Back to Vallouise and care of the local garage I became the proud owner of chains that
would get the van up a snowy grade 3 and 65Euros poorer!!
Too late to climb we headed to the slopes of Pelvoux, a small resort but great to spend an
afternoon remembering how to ski again.

So where next? Off to Ceillac in the Queyras about an hours drive away. It was once
described to me as the Tremadog of ice climbing. Easily assessable routes, with short(ish)
walk-ins through the trees. With a café or two at the bottom. Jerry joined us, so we climbed
in 2 threes. Jerry with Oliver and Nicole headed for Les Formes du Chaos a classic III/4. It
looked as though the top of this might have been incomplete so the experienced team of
Mike, Stephen and Roger, sporting 200years of experience between them, headed for Holiday
on Ice Right Hand, a classic II/3+.
Stephen and I had climbed the left-hand finish so were keen to do the right. The gully was a
little snowy but the ice pitches were well formed.
The first two pitches led easily to the splitting of the gully. While Mike brought up Roger and
Stephen we were caught up by a British Guide and his Canadian Client. We had to give him
(the client) some counselling when he decided it was ok to climb through and over our
ropes!!

Stephen led a thin pitch, with plenty of
advice from Roger and I, and after another
we were at the top.A place where we had all
been before.
The options here are to abseil down or walk
around. There was a party behind us so we
opted for the sort, easy walk off.
But which way? A path led left and right. Our
collective memory led us to the left – others
will say that I led everyone that way!!

The path, a well-defined trench led up over
a few lying trees and then began to
descend a snowy but easy looking gully.
After 50m or so we abseiled a short
section, to above the path crossing a short
section of cliff. There followed another gully
which looked easy but I abseiled this - good
shout as this turned into a flowing water fall
The next day it was back to Fournel,
speeding along with the new chains. Jerry,
Nicole and Oliver climbed a very snowy La
Meduse but on thin brittle ice. After trying

Time to re-ascend maybe? No! It must be
easier to keep going down!!
Calling the others down I watched with some
amusement as Roger struggled to keep out
of the water – as I had!
So, committed after another ab. we ended
up at the top of a very chaotic looking
section of ice. Looking down we could see
others abseiling - from the top of the second
pitch of Les Forms de Chaos!!
Nothing for it but to send Roger, the oldest
and therefore most experienced down into
the Ice
Roger disappeared and after a while there
was much muffled swearing as he, we were
to discover, was swinging over a pool of
water trying to stay dry!!
Stephen and I eventually joined Roger. At
the top of pitch two of Les forms de chaos.
The French team that had climbed the first
two pitches and were abseiling down were
impressed by our appearance as everyone
else had deemed the top pitches
unclimbable. But we must have climbed
them to be descending them? Mustn’t we!
So old. So much experience and skill these
Brits!!

to follow the cream team backed off as
most of the ice was gone!

We quickly descended the two pitches and
headed to the café to join the others who
were on their 10th coffee and pastry waiting
for us!!
Experience always leads to the correct
decisions, shame about the fading memory
of places you’ve been!!

Experience makes the correct decision!!

The next day Roger headed back home while the
rest of us, after a final thrash on the single pitch
crag were off to Gressoney in Italy to meet the
families for a week’s skiing.
Little did we know it would be the last foreign
adventure of 2020. When will we being doing this
again!!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A letter from Greece ( To the Locked Down)

---- Dave MacGregor

Food scoffed, bottle o white empty, dark out there, patter o rain on cabin top. Rolling gently, the swell not us. Well,
we are slumped. Where? Sandy bottomed bay off Arkangelos, wee
uninhabited isle north of Lesbos, north of Kalymnos.
Wind forecast to
veer to N tonite
bringing cooler air,
but clear skies,
sunshine hopefully
tomorrow, dry us
out? Climbed Hill wi
No Name here, tale in that. (see later-Ed)
Isles here virus free, amazing. Soon, we go to Poleponissos to sea
& mountains, no boat; just legs & catch up wi friends! Good.

Billy and Spud’s Lancastrian Roads to Nowhere -- Roger Greenhalgh
Well, we know where we're goin'
But we don't know where we've been
And we know what we're knowin'
But we can't say what we've seen
And we're not little children
And we know what we want
And the future it is certain
Give us time to work it out
We're on a road to nowhere
Come on inside
Takin' that ride to nowhere
We'll take that ride…
Talking Heads (1985)
Billy and Spud’s 2019 walking adventures, with Roger, their human, who helped them to compile and share this

Why do roads and paths always seem to start from somewhere and then end
somewhere? After all, the journey is often more enjoyable than the final destination!
Here are some of our favourite “roads to nowhere” around Roger’s original home of
Lancashire. We live in Snowdonia now, but sometimes he takes us back to Lancashire to
explore… You may like to find some of these ones?
The Devils Ditch, Anglezarke
In the middle of Anglezarke Moor, there is
a long shallow ditch about 200 yards south
of Round Loaf. It starts in the middle of
nowhere, and it seemingly goes to
nowhere!
It’s an intriguing ramble if you walk from
the Yarrow Reservoir up along Lead Mines
Clough and then head off-piste towards
Round Loaf.
You’ll find the end of it at OS Grid Ref SD
636 177. You can easily follow the clear
line of it for the first 600 yards, and with a
bit of effort find the other onward sections
that run for a total length of about a mile.
The theory is that it’s a Neolithic boundary
ditch, and simply marked the boundary
between one tribe’s territory and their
neighbour’s.

“Sambo’s Grave”, Sunderland Point
Just south of Heysham lies the tiny coastal
community of Sunderland. It’s now just a
cluster of houses, to which the only
vehicular route to the village is along a
single-track road 1.5 miles from Overton
crossing a tidal marsh. The road is covered
by water at every high tide. It, too, feels
like a road to nowhere.
However, in the mid-1700s, this was an
important quay for slave ships and cotton
ships, too large to sail up the Lune to
Lancaster, but able to dock here.
One such unfortunate slave died here in
1736 whilst working in the old brewery
nearby. He was buried in un-consecrated
ground on the windswept shoreline of
Morecambe Bay, at OS Grid Ref: SD 422
559. The grave almost always bears
flowers or stones painted by local children.
A clearly marked path leads to it from the
quay in Sunderland.

The Nob End Breach – Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal

Nothing prepared the village of Little Lever for the events of July 6, 1936, when a breach
occurred a short way east of the Nob End locks, on the canal arm towards Bury. At this
point, OS Grid Ref: SD 753 065, a bend of the River Irwell had eroded the valley side into a
steep slope. The canal contours round the hillside, over 100 feet above the valley floor,
with a sheer drop from the towpath. When the breach happened, it was so sudden that it
swept two boats down into the river below and quickly drained the summit level. One
boat was left precariously overhanging the gulf. The breach was never repaired, and the

canal eventually closed permanently in 1961. Today it is still possible to walk the towpath
and see where the breach occurred, although the whole area is covered in trees.
This is a fascinating area to walk, intersected by the Irwell Sculpture Trail and the Bolton
Rotary Way, and perhaps best accessed from Moses Gate Country Park.
The Irwell Valley now abounds with huge
public open spaces, most of which are linked
by routes along sections of defunct railways,
such as the Outwood Trail.
The Irwell has fairly few river crossings, but
it’s well worth also visiting the southern side
to see Clifton Country Park. OS Grid Ref: SD
773 042

This was once the site of Wet Earth
Colliery, the first deep mine to be sunk in
the area and one with a very long working
life - from around 1750 through to 1928.
James Brindley (of canal engineering fame)
installed an innovative hydraulic drainage
system here, and there are many surviving
colliery artefacts here on the surface to
explore, along with some more
contemporary sculptures!

Sefton Coastal Path
The sandy coastline north of Liverpool is
really easy to explore randomly without
any plan or schedule using the 21 mile
Sefton Coastal Path, because the railway
runs parallel to it. It’s never far to head
inland, find a station, and get the train
back to wherever you started! OS Grid
Ref: SD 274 082
Crosby Beach is now the permanent home
to ‘Another Place’, the sculpture by artist
Antony Gormley. It consists of 100 cast-iron,
life-size figures spread out along almost
three miles of the foreshore, stretching
almost half a mile out to sea. OS Grid Ref: SJ
301 991

Cockermouth, Cleats and Clatteringshaw.
13th October Year Covid -- Josie Smith
A strange but fitting title.
Eventually I’ve succumbed to using cleats on my pedals after pressure from many sides, plus the prospect of a new
lightweight gravel bike for Christmas. With only restricted travel available this year, unable to go abroad, we had a trip
to the North Lakes and Galloway. My first trial run was to Cockermouth only 40 miles on the road. I fell over twice with
the bike attached struggling to get my foot out and it was embarrassing, plus it hurt. Therefore there was a big
incentive not to repeat it.
The real challenge came in Galloway while staying in the camper van at a C.L. near New Galloway. We planned a
circular route of 49miles cycling to Clatteringshaws Loch, Glen Trool, Newton Stuart and a return to New Galloway.
We had visited Clatteringshaws in October 1999 on one
of Kev. Massey’s excellent Mountain Bike weekends,
when we cycled to Backhill of Bush Bothy. I looked at the
map and the track from Clatteringshaws Loch to Glen
Trool village looked ok and as it was a recognised NCN7
route I assumed a road bike would be ok. However
thanks to the Forestry Commission upgrading the track
for logging trucks it really needed a mountain bike. A lot
of time was spent on loose, very large gravel. It seemed
mainly uphill and required walking as it was impossible
to get purchase amongst the rocks. Downhills were even
worse especially on the rutted, muddy, tree rooted track
1999 Meet
nearer the village. Hence I got a lot of practice using the
cleats. On the plus side the views were stunning and
compensated hugely. It was interesting cycling over huge
white sheets, positioned under oak trees collecting
acorns, on the track near Glen Trool village. The acorns
were being collected for future forest regeneration.
Tarmac felt so good later on the descent to Newton
Stewart and the coffee in the Brew HaHa café revived us
for the return Journey to New Galloway uphill into a head
wind and punctuated with rain. By now I was pretty slick
with the cleats. Little did I know that I’d be returning to
this café to wait for my bike to be repaired the following
day. The strange noise coming from my front wheel was
not the result of leaves or mud under the mudguard but
a damaged front wheel bearing from the pounding it had
taken on the track earlier!!!!!

2020

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Reminiscences: Ailefroide and Avoriaze 1992-3 -- Dave Buchanan.
One of my Covid winter projects is to scan at least some of my many slides. Because they are not very
organized, I find myself coming upon half-forgotten adventures in a very serendipitous fashion, which
nevertheless triggers fond memories. Recently, I came upon a few pictures from the club trips to the
Ecrin, based at Ailefroide, in the summer of 1992, and to Avoriaze for New Year 1994.
The first picture was taken on a walk among the lower hills
near Ailefroide. The party consisted of the families Lyle and
Buchanan. I have little recollection of this walk except that
it went through some very pleasant country with good views.
The next was another
family outing. Again,
I
have
little
recollection of this
expedition.
Except
that we walked from Figure 1
the campsite up to the
Glacier Blanc and then on to a minor peak. This time, the Lyles
and Buchanans were joined by the Smiths.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 5

goodness

More memorable to me was an
ascent of the Barre Des Ecrins
with David Medcalf.
We
bivouacked on the edge of the
Glacier Blanc with the intention
of climbing the Barre via the
Barre Noire Couloir, followed
by a traverse of the mountain.
In the event, I retreated from the Figure 4
first pitch and we revised our plans.
Instead, we traversed on to the voie normal. Unfortunately, by now the Glacier
Blanc hut had disgorged its contents on to the mountain and we were now at the
back of a very long queue (Pic. 3). Now David M can be a little competitive, so to
make up for our earlier disappointment, we had to be first to the summit! So off he
went, while I tried to keep up. All went well on the initial glacier section of the
route, and we overtook many parties. Higher up there is a short rock pitch, which
caused a short delay (Pics 4&5).
Once passed this, we coiled the rope
(which I carried), and we were off
again (Pic 6). I think David was first
on the summit, and I was not too far
behind (Pic 7). We returned back to
the col beyond the rock pitch, and
since we were there, we ascended the
adjacent Dôme de Neige.
My
we were young, fit and slim then!
Figure 6

Figure 7

Another memorable climb that David and I did was the Fissure d'Ailefroide. This is a VS of some 8 or 9
pitches climbed with a traditional rack. It rises directly from the campsite (Pic 9), and, as its name suggests,
it is mainly a chimney. However, the rock is sound, the protection good and the climbing is excellent (Pics
10&11).

Figure 11

Figure 10

#

We did other things on that trip. David and I climbed a multi-pitch route on
the huge slabs opposite the fissure, and Pat, Stuart and Alasdair and I climbed
Figure 9
on the bolted routes next to the fissure. I also seem to remember some
crevasse rescue practice which involved lowering Alasdair into a hole in the
glacier and pulling him out again.
The following New Year, the club went to Avoriaz, and I’ve included three pictures from that trip . My
recollections from that trip are of bright cold weather and hard, sometimes icy, snow. Pat tore her cruciate
ligament getting off her first uplift on her first day, when two people skied in front of her, bringing her skiing
to a premature end, and Peter Corr fell most of the way down the Swiss Wall without significant injury

=
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Crossword for LMC

by Sue Furness
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Across:

Down:

1.Packhorse bridge near Ambleside (4,6 )

1, The town at the head of Wensleydale (5)

7. A western valley in the Lakes (7)

2. A bird of prey, star of Helen Macdonald’s
book(7)

8. Tolerate or a big hairy beast. (4)
9. Adult male herbivore (4)
10. A peak in the Northern Fells (7)
13. (4,1,6) A hill, walkable from Blea Tarn
15 Sarah ------- (6) Known for her
Grasmere delicacy
17. Bow---- 902m. (4)
20. Scottish Valley (4)
21. A mass that forms a hard layer in winter
conditions (8)
22. An extinct volcano in Scotland(7,4)

3. Island in the Inner Hebrides or a species
of one of its inhabitants (4)
4. Adam’s partner (3)
5.Receded (6)
6. High performance wet weather gear (6)
11. A Highland skirt (4)
12. Gleeful (6)
13. A peak or borough in East Lancs. (6)
14. Members of a Tibetan ethnic people Himalayan Guides (7)
16. A recluse (5)
18. Stretchy fabric for cyclists? (5)
19. Uncultivated upland (4)

Answers to September Crossword

======================================
Offshore tales.

The Hill with No name. ---

Dave MacGregor (alias; Skipper Will)

The low ridge that embraces this shallow sandy bay rose gently and away out of sight: only from the sea can
you see the undulations stretching along the spine of the island then rising to a sun-bleached kopje: high
above the surrounding seas.
It wasn’t high as hills or mountains go, possibly not even a thousand feet, but it rose directly out of the sea:
crowned this slip of an island. It didn’t have a name
except perhaps in the mind and memory of a goat herder
somewhere. Neither distracted from its position or its
allure and the desire one day to climb up there, to sit
atop that rocky tor and gaze out at the skein of skerries,
reefs and stacs that surround this once-deserted island
and through the summer heat haze, try to name the faint
silhouettes of faraway islands.
Arkangelos Island with its south facing, sandy bottomed bay was the natural, first anchorage, only thirty
minutes away under engine - ideal. It was fine too, for hanging off the hook buried deep in the sand, allowing
the body time to adapt to life afloat and plenty unhurried time to get the boat shipshape. Also, as is the way
here, to catch up on the news ashore, take that regular morning boost - a coffee. And, after that walk up
that hill?
Europi and Giorgios were waiting, beaming smiles, hugging us in turns; ready for our news and us theirs.
They live alone here all year round, the only inhabitants, but never lonely. They have their many cats and
Manouli the tame seagull, injured then cared for by Tassos! In the winter fishermen will call in, tie up to the

small timber jetty and wander up for a coffee or ouzo to chat. Characters like Spanish Louis, multi lingual
professional yacht skipper now living alone on his small sailboat and Marco from Sicily, swarthy, a gentle
giant also living on his yacht, commuting daily to the boatyard to work in the boatyard; both drawn to the
island, now regulars here with their own moorings and coffee habits like ourselves – it’s a great scene!
But summertime brings young Tassos and Dimitra, their grown up kids and now crazy Costa, Dimitra’s guy
to help in the kitchen, for Arkangelos has become popular with boatees of all nationalities: a safe anchorage
from the north with good food and cool beer! Yet, once there was nothing here but scrub, bare rock and
goats; many, too many of all shapes, sizes and colours eating their way eventually, to the butcher’s knife. It
was Giorgios and Europi’s vision and sheer hard work with some help from friends that the small shack they
began with, grew, morphed into the popular Stigma Taverna, a brightly painted focus of fun and joy perched
back and up from the shallow sandy beach; its verandas offering respite from the sun and delightful relaxing
views across the Sound to the high mountains of Leros – glass of cold beer, wine or a deadly mountain
Tzipourou to anesthetise your innards! But, we weren’t just here for the coffee and the news: there was a
hill with no name up there!
There are no footpaths here, just goat tracks meandering through the prickly, Spiny Spurge scrub, aromatic
thyme and bright green bushes sculptured by the ever-hungry predatory goats – nothing survives their
attention. We contoured round taking the easiest line, past the remains of a wind turbine lying broken at
the top of the first rise, destroyed by the fierce winter winds then further on, the first of the ruined barrack
blocks built by the occupying Italian forces, Little remained, but a shell: roofless, lacking doors and windows.
One can only imagine how it might have looked and how those squaddies, far from home, must have felt,
marooned here with little to do, guarding a barren, deserted island? We passed another further on then
Anne Marie, with her crook hip starting to get painful took a left, hooked back along the ridge behind leaving
me to continue.
Alone, a trail of sorts followed the skyline with dazzling azure blue far below and on both sides - a welcoming
cooling breeze made the going easier. Without the need to talk, I soon became lost in the now, enjoying the
rhythm of the broken step, eyes drawn to yellow-red volcanic outcroppings in the predominantly limestone
terrain, giant striped snail shells, the odd incongruous pretty flowering purple Crown Vetch - the heat baking,
bouncing off the dry land; the scent of Thyme.
The ridge dropped slowly to a narrow col then above was the tor, a grey bastion of rock looming above.
Finding a way up focussed the mind. I took my eyes of that great all-round vista: now I was on rock,
unconsciously falling into a rhythm, hands, feet leading upwards till finally there was nothing more, staring
at a round concrete pillar, a trig point. Far below, AM had disappeared from view and I was alone, but on
this flat top and out of the breeze it was like an oven. A rocky ledge looking out to sea offered a cool up
draught and a chance to hit the bottle of water warmed by the sun, legs dangling over the edge - this was
what it was about, here I sat content!
There is nothing, just nothing that can compare, replace or replicate that emotional lift, that feeling of
freedom, that great uplift that you get perched high on a mountain; gazing down. Perspective reigns, worries
fall away, the mind drifts - everyday worries and stresses are forgotten. Soon, you are lost in another world
where time doesn’t exist!
Skipper Will.
Nisos Arkangelos, Leros. 2020.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

AGM report 2020

The Club held its AGM on 28 October 2020 via Zoom and attracted a national and international audience,
28 members logged in to what was probably the best attended AGM for some time.
David Toon’s Report started the proceedings
“Hopefully, everyone has become accustomed to some degree with the new normal, and endless virtual

meets! This year has been dominated by the C word, I obviously mean Covid. We had a full meets list
planned for the year and numerous jobs we wanted to carry out on huts - maybe even advances with the
National Trust on the lease at The Loft. Alas I think this is the first year that we’ve had to close huts, stop
meets and unfortunately not have an annual dinner. None of the decisions have been taken lightly and it’s
been really busy for the all the committee with the never-ending changing guidelines and rules that are
created & modified by the English Government & Welsh Assembly.
Hopefully, people have enjoyed using the huts since we’ve re-opened them - I think we were at the forefront
of opening the huts within the climbing community. I’ve got to say a big thanks to Roger Greenhalgh & Jon
Ellis for getting the huts ready to be re-opened and be Covid Secure - this included decluttering, additional
cleaning products and numerous other jobs. I also really appreciate the work Dave Sudell has done with
regards to managing members bookings and cancelling external bookings over the last year - without his
work we wouldn’t have been able to reopen or manage the hut bookings. He also did the majority of work
with regards to the creation of the Covid Secure documents that allowed us to re-open the huts.
Wednesday Wandering continues to be our main success with regards to meet’s and I’d like to thank Mary
Ledwick for keeping abreast of the latest Government advice and running these in a Covid Secure manner.
We had hoped to start other meets at the start of September but have had limited success with this. I think
we are in a difficult position with regards to climbing meets, partly due to the changes in legislation i.e.
additional risk assessments but also with the worry about transmission & shared gear. We’ll look into this
further at the next committee meeting and hopefully be in a better position next year.
Our virtual meets that we have been running over the last couple of months have been a major
success. We’ve had canals, Fred Dibnah of Snowdonia and more recently Norway flat Earth skiing - we
usually have over 10 members at each one. We will continue to run these over the coming months - so if
you want to do a presentation or have an alternative idea then please let me know! Maybe these will continue
post Covid too?
We’ve also been running the committee meetings virtually for the last 9 months and I would consider this a
success. We have slowly moved documents - minutes and meetings to be stored in the cloud!
I’d like to thank the rest of the committee for their continued support and contribution over the last year.
I’m hopeful that next year we will be rid of Covid and hopefully be able to see our friends socially and in the
great outdoors with them once again, we may even get closer than 1+ metre! Who knows we might even be
able to agree a lease with the National Trust and start work on the Byre! I’d like to continue closer working
with the LC&CC as this has stalled somewhat this year.
On a personal note, this will be my last year as a committee member and therefore Chairman of the LMC, as
I will be standing down next year. I’ve been on the committee for a number of years now - 15 years I think! If
anybody is interested in taking over then please let me know!”

Lucy Weston, Membership Secretary reported that membership has remained relatively stable over the
current year but with the lack of meets and other activities the Club has not really been able to be more proactive in recruiting new members
The Treasurer’s Report was optimistic about the start of the year: the Huts had been showing a reasonable
level of use up to March and since lockdown restrictions had been eased there had again been a good level

of use. Thanks go to Dave Sudell for the work he has put in managing the hut bookings. Lost income for the
huts will possibly be in the region of £1500 to £2000 and an insurance claim has been submitted for these
losses. The club was also in receipt of Business Interruption Grants from the Welsh Assembly and S Lakes
District Council amounting to £10,000 for each property. The low level of use of Blea Tarn made was made
worse by the lockdown and reduced income to less than £200.
Other sources of income include the 200 Club, the Annual Dinner in 2019 also made a healthy profit and
overall income for the year was £25,000 but £20,000 of this was from the Business Interruption Grants. At a
previous committee meeting it was agreed that this money would be ring-fenced for the development /
improvement of facilities at Blea Tarn.
Jon Ellis the new Loft Warden took over from Dave Faulkner who had done a great deal make the Loft more
comfortable but this had not noticeably increased the number of bed nights. The Loft reopened in July and
has since been used for 10 out of 14 weekends but these were individual members or small family groups.
Importantly good relationships have been established and maintained with the neighbours.
Roger Greenhalgh took over as Warden at Cae Ysgubor last year, living close by he’s been able to respond
quickly to any issues and over lockdown regularly keep an eye on the hut. The Air Source Heat Pump has
been serviced and appears to be working more efficiently and this may help LMC’s application for a grant if
it is possible to demonstrate that the ASHP meets efficiency targets. A series of maintenance meets in March
were cancelled due to lockdown but in July Richard Toon was able to re-paint all the external woodwork. All
materials for the internal maintenance have been bought and we are looking at a suitable opportunity to
complete these works once the lockdowns have ended. The outside canopy is a valuable addition to the
facilities, thanks to Nigel Lyle for his work here, it has survived the recent gales and storms. D. Sudell has also
installed a new external motion sensor light. The dog-poo bins are also working and walkers are no longer
dropping their plastic bags in our bins or hanging them from nearby trees, unfortunately the hut warden has
to regularly empty the bin as the local council’s dog-poo van is too big for the road! There was some
discussion about constructing a breezeblock barbeque & Chris Walker made the offer of a large gas BBQ if it
was needed. R Finn’s suggestion of installing a hot tub was met with indifference.
Chris Walker was elected President for another year Chris thanked all the Committee members and the
membership for sticking with Lancashire Mountaineering Club during this difficult year and hoped that 2021
would be a good year and was looking forward to the Wasdale meet in June
OFFICER ELECTIONS:
This was taken as a block vote. Proposed by Liam O’Cleirigh, seconded by Nigel Lyle and unanimously agreed
by the meeting.
The Committee remain the same, there seems to be little competition from the wider membership to
takeover any of these roles but we are always on the lookout for volunteers to join the Committee.
CHAIR

David Toon

VICE CHAIR

Mike Haines

SECRETARY

Ian Philips

TREASURER

John Toon

LOFT WARDEN

Jonathan Ellis

CY WARDEN

Roger Greenhalgh

MEETS COORDINATOR

Roger Gott

NEW MEMBERS CONTACT

& Tuesday Co-ordinator

Tim Greenhalgh

MEMBERSHIP SEC

Lucy Weston

HUT BOOKING SEC

Dave Sudell

WEBSITE MANAGER/
COMMUNICATIONS

Roger Greenhalgh

YOUTH OFFICER

Mike Haines

BMC REP

Richard Toon

ARCHIVIST

Ian Philips

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Bernard Smith

CAE YSGUBOR TRUSTEE:

Resignation of Dave Rundall and Appointment of Andrew Bond.

Andrew Bond has agreed to act as Trustee for Cae Ysgubor. A number of issues were clarified about the roles
and responsibilities of a Trustee: taking part in Hut Management meetings and receiving regular updates on
health and safety issues and hut usage. As a member of LMC Trustees are also covered by BMC Civil Liability
Insurance.
MEMBERSHIP FEES for the coming year will be
Individual Membership: £36.00. Joint Membership: £54.00. Student Membership: £18.00

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
1. Blea Tarn Hut
Update & Discussion re. future development of Loft. Roger Gott circulated the following notes:
The Loft – what has happened this year?
We had a number of things to be progressed this year, but impacted by Covid-19
1. Concerning the lease, existing hut condition and the NT
a. We have had a draft lease under discussion for some time with the NT. This includes the lower
level (byre) which we will incorporate as part of the improvements. The lease will also be for
20 years (current is 15 years) and will allow 8 cars in our car park (current limit is 6).
b. However, as you will understand, discussion with the NT have been halted for most of this
year, but has now restarted. These discussion points include: the state of the roof; the state
of the floor timbers in the loft; the supply (non supply) of electricity; the noise and fumes from
the diesel generator
2. The design for the improvements, with decisions to be made. We have a plan produced by an
architect and costed at about £90k. We have mixed views about spending this amount of money
(money we do not have at this time) on a hut, which we do not own. An alternative would be to
spend much less (about £20k) on less extensive, but inferior, improvements but would include
heating, drying and hot water provision, along with, ideally, a shower.
3. Funding… We have not yet started this
4. Sewerage treatment – we need to replace the existing cesspit, as it does not meet current
Environmental Agency standards. This may cost about £10k.

Mark Braithwaite pointed out that under the terms of the Lease certain necessary improvements e.g.
new septic tank were the club’s responsibility. Mark further suggested that initial works be undertaken
which would have to meet current building regulations. Jim Cunningham also favoured undertaking
phased improvements.
3.

Annual Dinner Update for 2021 and 2022:

Josie Smith reported that the cancelled 2020 Annual Dinner at Shap Wells has been postponed until 2021.
The Annual Dinner for 2022 has been booked at the Castle Hotel Bassenthwaite. Deposits for both events
have been paid.
4. Meets.
At the previous AGM in 2019 John Burrows had suggested there should be fewer club meets, this has
happened in 2020 but for all the wrong reasons. There followed a discussion about future meets and given
the uncertainty of Covid-19 restrictions it was decided to review Meets early in the New Year.

5.

Membership Card.

Lucy Weston raised issue of a Membership Card/ Meets list. The costs of printing & distribution was usually
in the region of £300. Bernard Smith said that the success of the revived Newsletter published regularly
through the year was possibly a good way of communicating with members, but a card was equally
important. Tony Griffin suggested that a brief report of Committee meetings could be included in
Newsletters and it was agreed that these would be included in future Newsletters. Ian Lowry raised the
matter of membership contact details being circulated within the club. Under 2018 GDPR regulations this
has to be an opt-in measure. Lucy said that members have been asked to respond to a request via Web
Collect and suggested that this was something which could be done at regular intervals and circulated to
members via email.
DATE OF NEXT AGM: 27 October 2021.
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-===============================================-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=Advice for Lancashire Climbers?!

Deadline for next newsletter
February 20th2021
(orASAP)
Text and photos separately please.

editor@lancsmc.org

